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Big Doin’s
by Paul Hoffman, Immediate Past President and Reed Elliott, Editor
There are several really popular events in the annual GWC calendar. A couple
of them are shaping up right now. Nobody with even a light green thumb will
want to miss out on either one. First off is a reincarnation of a beloved tradition — the GWC Garden Tour. Here’s how Paul Hoffman describes this year’s
event:

March 2020

Club Meetings
Monthly meetings are at 7:30
PM at the JC Raulston Arboretum every 3rd Tuesday. Refreshments and socializing begin
at 7:00.

Our speaker for March is Frank
Hyman, award-winning garden
writer for many publications including Horticulture, Hobby
Farm, NC Gardener, Urban Farm
and Fine Gardening and the author of Hentopia a creative approach to keeping backyard
chickens. At our Tuesday, March
17th meeting, Frank will address
a topic of considerable interest
to most North Carolina gardenAnd, as if that weren’t enough, there’s our Club’s beloved Annual Azalea Sale
ers. How to keep those pesky
slated to run this year between March 30 and April 11. Here’s the scoop:
long-legged rats sometimes
called deer from mowing down
From the point of view of being a member of the Gardeners of Wake County,
or precious landscape and vegeone of the wonderful things about March and April is that it’s a time we all
table gardens. A lot of plants
get an opportunity to do something positive for our Club and our community.
have evolved tricks that make
April is the traditional month for the GWC Annual Azalea Sale. This is the sinthem unappealing to deer and
gle most important fundraiser our Club has. The Azalea Sale not only brings in
other critters who think our garthe dollars that fund many Club activities and presentations, it also brings in
dens were planted just for
dollars that help fund each year’s annual scholarships for horticulture majors
them. At the Tuesday, March
at North Carolina State University. Historically, the Azalea Sale has raised
17th GWC meeting, Frank will
over $10,000 a year. This happens because our members are great about
teach us how to create an attracstepping up and helping. Now’s a time when that helping spirit is needed.
tive garden without creating a
soup kitchen for wildlife.
If you haven’t worked an Azalea Sale before perhaps you’re thinking, “I can’t
help because I’m not in a position to give a whole day.” Maybe you’ve got
kids in school who have to get dropped off and/or picked up. Maybe
Would you like to share the results of all the hard work you’ve been putting
into your garden this past year? Then consider adding your bit of heaven to
the list of member gardens in a Club open house scheduled for May 2-3. You
can chose to open your garden to visitors from 10 AM to 4 PM on Saturday or
1 PM to 5PM on Sunday or both. We’re going to advertise this as a free garden tour both to the Club and to the public. You’ll need to get your garden
ready on your own, but we will work to have 2 or 3 other Club members there
with you on the tour day to interact with visitors, answering questions and
telling them what a great Club we have. Please contact Paul Hoffman (he’s in
the Club Directory) if you think you might like to put your garden “on tour.”
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Big Doin’s
(continued from page 1)
you’ve got a job. Not to worry. There’s plenty of
flexibility. The first thing to understand is that
it’s not necessary to volunteer for an entire day.
Signup slots are for half days. And if you can only come for 2 or 3 hours of a 4-hour slot, no problem. Sign up and let Charlie Leverett know that
you’ll be needing to come a little late or leave a
little early. Your fellow GWC members will pick
up the slack, never fear. Also remember that the
busiest times, when the most help is needed, tend
to be on weekends. The good news there is that,
for most of us, there are fewer conflicting demands then. And, you don’t need to hire a
babysitter. If your kids are old enough, think
about bringing them along. Kids like to be helpful. And at the Azalea Sale, they can be.
Signing up for a slot is easy. Just click here. Take
a few moments right now to look for a couple of
slots where you can make a difference and push
the button that says “Sign up.”

We all love the many positives our Club provides
– opportunities to be with and share with other
Carolina gardeners – opportunities to hear expert
presenters who expand our knowledge and practical gardening skills – and, hey, free plants and
incredible food! Well, now’s our chance to give
something back.
If you haven’t yet signed up to volunteer at the
Annual GWC Azalea Sale, do it now. You’ll be
glad you did. You’ll help your Club. You’ll help
the Wake County gardening community. You’ll
help deserving NCSU horticulture majors! And,
hey, you’ll have fun!

Frank Hyman, Our March Guest Speaker Tells Us,
“Not Tonight, Deer.”
by Kathleen Thompson, Vice President

Many of us have read Frank Hyman’s articles, seen his
photos, enjoyed his columns and attended his programs. Frank is extremely knowledgeable on many
subjects, and master of many as well. He draws this
knowledge partially from 27 years’ experience as owner of Cottage Garden Landscaping in Durham, NC. In
addition, Frank is an alum of NC State, where he studied under the legendary JC Raulston. There, Frank
earned his degree in horticulture and landscape design. Nowadays, Frank gardens with his wife Chris at
Bayleaf Cottage in downtown Durham, NC.
Being a hands-on kind of gardener, Frank picked oranges in Spain as a student, worked on a tomato farm,
a cattle farm, grew organic produce for restaurants
and natural food stores, and founded three community gardens. Recently he and his wife Chris worked on
several organic farms in Provence in southern
France. Besides working for private homeowners, Frank has designed gardens for city parks, group
homes, and elementary schools.
Frank writes award-winning articles for
many publications including Horticulture,
Hobby Farm, NC Gardener, Urban Farm
and Fine Gardening to name a few. He is
the author of Hentopia a creative approach to keeping backyard chickens.
Once upon a time, many of us thought a
little fawn like “Bambi” was just the cutest
thing to see in our yards. However, when
we grew up and wanted to enjoy our gardens, be they decorative or edible, a
morning came when we noticed our landscape and vegetables had all disappeared into Bambi’s stomach. Suddenly, those grownup deer weren’t
so cute anymore.
But there is hope! Fortunately, a lot of plants have evolved with little tricks to make them unappealing
to deer and other critters who think our gardens were planted just for them. At the Tuesday, March 17th
GWC meeting, Frank will teach us about some plants and plant characteristics we can use to create an
attractive garden without creating a soup kitchen for these long legged browsers.

Winter Color at Longview
by Lynn Swanson, Projects Chair

Colorful flowers, leaves and berries always
attract interest in shrubs and trees, but some
plants sport colorful bark. Japanese maples
known as “coral bark” maples display this characteristic after leaves have dropped and temperatures have fallen, with the youngest
branches turning coral red for the winter.
Acer palmatum ‘Sango kaku’ is probably the
best known and most widely available of the
coral-bark maples. It is an upright tree growing
to 26 feet. On a young plant, the entire tree is
aglow. As it ages, older bark will stay grey
through the winter, but the youngest branches
still provide winter color, giving the tree a
bright halo. A coral-bark maple will be planted
in the red and white logo walk to the back of
the Longview garden. A good red element for
Valentine’s Days to come!
Another Japanese maple, Acer palmatum
‘Bihou,’ starts spring with light yellow-green
leaves which go to mid-green for the summer,
then return to bright yellow for the fall. When
this tree drops its leaves, the bark turns a
bright apricot-yellow for the winter. A smaller
maple, we hope to locate a trio of them across
from the sitting area the front of the garden so
that, even in winter months, there will be a
colorful focal point. A ‘Bihou’ planted in my
front yard six years ago still goes completely
yellow for the winter – a cheery welcome!

March Wind
by Mark Boone, Past President
My driveway is covered in sweet gum balls. We had a windstorm the other night that brought down an array of sticks along with the sweet gum
balls to the ground. Wind is an amazing force to me. Not only does it
have a direction and speed, it has lots of descriptors ranging from gentle
breeze to hurricane force. I have a weathervane in the shape of a chicken
on my garden shed. By knowing what direction the wind is coming from, I
can make some guesses about the weather to come.
When I was a boy, I loved to fly kites. Sometimes my kite would go so
high in the sky I could only see it as a tiny dot that pulled against the
string. I had a yellow kite that flew in the clouds one day. The wind was
so strong it took both my dad and me working together to pull it back
down to earth. I started entering kite contests and
was fascinated by figuring out how big a kite I could
make. Once I made a box kite 8 feet tall and four feet
on a side. That kite won the biggest kite contest and a
baseball glove I used for years.
I learned there is a limit to how big a regularly configured kite can be made. The bigger the kite, the lower
the ratio of surface area to the structure needed to
support that surface area. When this ratio gets out of
whack, the kite won’t fly very well. Alexander Graham
Bell figured out a way to solve this problem by making a tetrahedral kite with lots of cells. No matter
how big you make a tetrahedral kite, the weight to surface area ratio stays the same. At one point
Bell made one of these kites as big as a medium-size airplane. Supposedly it flew.
Plants have figured out a variety of strategies for dealing with wind. The wind has a lot to do with
how tall a tree will grow. At the beach it is interesting for me to see how most of the trees have been
shaped by the prevailing wind. They seem to turn their back to the ocean. Palm trees have globe
shaped root balls which hold the soil well, and the wood in the trunk is like living cables that allow the
tree to bend 40 to 50 degrees without snapping. When a strong wind comes the leaves fold up, so
they are a lot less kite-like.
Tulip poplars, maples, sweet gums, sycamores and redbuds
roll up their leaves when the wind picks up. This curling
into cones dramatically reduces drag. The leaves of a holly
swing inward toward the branch and lie one against the
other. Pine needles cluster instead of being splayed outward. Redwood trees can soar to their height because they
interlock their roots with each other, providing mutual support when the wind kick up. Grasses and reeds completely
bend over and then stand themselves back up.

Winter Color
Paul Hoffman, Immediate Past President

Judy and I grew up in western Michigan.
When we arrived in North Carolina forty
years ago, we had no clue that it was possible to work in your garden in winter.
Now we know – we’ve read several times
that you can even plan and plant to have
blooms during the wintery months between December and April. Here’s some
photographic proof from my yard that it
really works. Enjoy!

My Corner of the Garden
by Reed Elliott, Editor
Way back in 2017 our hard-working Azalea Sale Chair, Charlie Leverett had this to say about the Azalea Sale. Charlie’s still pulling his load and his words then are still true (I’ve amended the dates from 2017 to 2020):
From March 30th through April 11th it all comes together – azaleas, scholarships, friendship, expertise, and beauty.
They’re not the likeliest of associations. In the case of our 2020 Azalea Sale, the centerpiece, the wonderful azalea,
unites with these four other wonderful parts of life.

An azalea is beautiful, and we connect with it. I have a red one in my back yard that’s about 45 years old. It’s so
beautiful, I stare at it when it’s in bloom as if in a trance. God made it beautiful so we could see beauty in life and
see God as the source of all beauty. The beauty of an azalea is soft, sensory, and subtle, but it strongly strikes us all
with amazement and wonder just the same. I look forward to seeing the Encores, especially the Encore Autumn
Fire, the deciduous azaleas, and a new gardenia, the Jubilation, which has two bloom cycles instead of one.
To maintain and advance that beauty, people study azaleas and other plants at places like the NC State University
Department of Horticulture. Horticulture is an absolutely necessary science. GWC scholarships support students in
the study of horticulture who will keep developing and improving azaleas for future gardens and gardeners. The
GWC Annual Azalea Sale is a service to and for others who will benefit from GWC scholarships, which will, in turn,
benefit all of us with better horticulture. Through this annual GWC project, azaleas can do all that.
Now, it’s true that some gardeners would rather dig a hole and plant an azalea than talk to strangers. There is an
exception: gardeners like to talk to other gardeners, which is what happens at our Gardeners of Wake County
monthly meetings. You volunteers working at this year’s Sale will be with other gardeners with whom you share a
common interest and purpose. An unfamiliar face will become a friend’s face associated with good memories. It’s
an important part of being a GWC member to volunteer to work at the Sale. This year’s Sale runs from Monday,
March 30th through Saturday, April 11th at Campbell Road Nursery. Helping out at the 2020 Azalea Sale benefits
our community and can become a source of friendships and personal satisfaction, on many levels. You can sign up for time slots by clicking here.

When you help at the Sale, you’ll meet customers who are buying azaleas and
who are gardeners with varying levels of skill and experience. Often they’ll need
help, and you can share your gardening expertise with them. Most of the time
you’re asked the same questions every 10 minutes, and you find yourself giving
the same instructions in different ways, refining your people and your gardening skills. People are excited about buying azaleas, and your guidance makes it
even more exciting for them. They feel your excitement when you explain what
you know, whether a little or a lot, and it makes for a wonderful conversation
with someone new. You’ll find that your experience and knowledge is appreciated and helps others, which is a wonderful experience. All because of an azalea. Isn’t t it amazing what an azalea can do!

New Members
The Gardeners of Wake County welcomes anyone and everyone who loves gardens and gardening. This
month we’re happy to have added Emily Halloway of Raleigh to our GWC family. Be sure to say “Hi and welcome” when you see her at the next meeting.

